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[ Most of the images will be shot on a living room, always
one or the other character, except when indicated. Plus some
exteriors, if necessary ]

CT

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

UR

MARIAN sits on the sofa of her living room. She is kind of
pretty sweet and homely. She has a beautiful smile. And looks
sleepy with bags under her eyes. There's a table in front of
her.
MARIAN
Hi. Welcome to my home. My name is--

ES

And a huge YAWN prevents her from finishing the sentence. She
puts her hand on her mouth.
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MARIAN (CONT'D)
Sorry, I didn't sleep very well
last night.

She smiles with sleepy eyes.
ON TC AND KD

US

TC and KD sit on the same sofa. TC has and ukulele and is the
more cheerful, Hawaiian type of surf dude. KD has a guitar
and is the more rock star latino type of yo-dude.
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They are strumming intro notes of MARIAN'S SONG, a happy
song. They stop and introduce themselves.
TC
'Alo, I'm TC. Nice to meet you,
dude.

OD

He puts his hand up to wave hello.

TC
Music is our life.

UC

KD
(winks)
Yo! How r'ya, man? KD here. At your
service.

ON MARIAN
Maria sips from a coffee cup.

S

MARIAN
Oh, much better. Hi, I am Marian.

ON

They continue strumming the song.

TI

KD
Let's go man.

2.

PI

She listens to the next room where KD and TC are singing a
song.
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MARIAN (CONT'D)
Do you hear them? They could be at
it all day long. We share this
place.

ON TC AND KD

UR

TC and KD play and sing a very happy song about Marian. How
beautiful she is, how lovely, how charming.
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TC (SINGS)
Hey girl u got my mind stirred if u
wanna feel the same just say the
word.
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KD (SINGS)
Hey girl I did see ur first, if u
feed my hunger ...

As Marian walks behind them to go somewhere else in the house
they stop playing and singing, watching her in awe.
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MARIAN

Hey, boys!

TC and KD follow her with their eyes, hypnotized, smiling
like idiots.
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When Marian is gone, they resume playing as if nothing had
happened.

EXT. STREET - DAY

OD

KD (SINGS)
-- If u feed my hunger I'll quench
ur thirst.

UC

Marian exits the front door with a folder. She goes to work.
Up in the balcony, TC and KC sing to her.

TC and KC, under some leaves, sing to Marian.

S

KD (SINGS)
Hey girl, don't just stop to look
there a thousand other things u n
me can do.

ON

EXT. BALCONY - DAY

TI

TC (SINGS)
Hey girl, I listen good, tell me
anything, I'll never take my eyes
of you.

3.

Marian waves good bye to them.
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INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

CT

Marian on the sofa. She smiles.
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MARIAN
They are a couple of charmers, you
cannot imagine.

ON TC AND KD

ES

TC
She's adorable. I am so in love
with her.
KD
Yeah, whatever. But I am the one
she loves.
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They stare at each other, battle mode. They pick up their
instruments as if they were weapons.
ON MARIAN
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MARIAN
Sometimes they get really
competitive, I don't know why.
ON TC AND KD
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As they sing against each other, noses inches apart.
TC (SINGS)
Hey girl, I got charm.

TC (SINGS)
KD (SINGS)
I'm wild.
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TC (SINGS)
But I got a better smile.

UC

I'm smart.

OD

KD (SINGS)
I got style.

Back to singing.
KD (SINGS)

S

I'm cool.

ON

TC and KD fight in the sofa, flapping their hands in the air
as two silly children would.

4.

TC (SINGS)

PI

I'm funny.
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KD (SINGS)
I'll make u drool.
TC (SINGS)
That's funny.
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KD (SINGS)
I can sing like I can make u scream
now honey.
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TC and KD laugh at each other and end up bumping fists and in
a bro hug.
ON MARIAN

MARIAN
I love their sound.
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INT. BEDROOM - NIGHT
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It's night. Marian is on her bed, looking up. Eyes wide open.
Bags under the eyes. TC and KD sing MARIAN'S SONG in the next
room.
MARIAN
I hate their sound!
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She puts the pillow in front of her face trying to cover her
eyes. It doesn't work.
MARIAN (CONT'D)
Come on!

OD

She stands up and exits the room.
INT. KITCHEN - DAY
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Marian enters the kitchen in her pajamas. KD and TC sit on
the chairs. They are silent.
Marian fills two bowls with fruit and puts them in front of
them. TC and KD wolf on the fruits.

ON

ON KD and TC

TI

MARIAN
(to camera)
That's how I like it in the
mornings. Nice and quiet.

S

They try to sing but with the mouths full it sounds horrible.

5.
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KD AND TC (SING)
(mouth full)
Mariaaaaan...
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INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY
Marian on the sofa.

UR

MARIAN
Everywhere I go I hear them jam.
(pause)
That's not always nice.
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INT. BATHROOM - DAY
Marian gets out of the shower with a towel around her body.
TC and KD are right there, sitting on the floor, smiling,
singing MARIAN'S SONG.
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She GASPS.

INT. BEDROOM - NIGHT
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Marian is on her bed trying to sleep.
TC and KD sing MARIAN'S SONG somewhere.
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PULL BACK TO REVEAL TC and and KD on the bed, on each side of
Marian, singing. She's unhappy.
EXT. GARDEN - DAY

MARIAN'S SONG plays somewhere.

OD

Marian reads a book, peacefully.

Marian smiles.
INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

UC

She lowers her book and there they are. Singing the song,
looking and smiling at her.
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INTERVIEWER (OS)
Let's take a picture?

S

KD AND TC
Yeah, bro!

ON

Marian sits at the sofa, she looks very tired, with bags
under her eyes. There's a container on the table in front of
her. On each side, the smiling KD and TD try to get as close
to her as possible.

6.

MARIAN
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Sure.
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Marian leans on the table, her hands under her chin. KD and
TC get very close to her, on each side.
CLICK - A photo is taken. We see the picture on a frame. It's
Marian leaning on the table and TC and KD near her... with a
slight difference.
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TC and KD are CRICKETS, laying on top of the container.
They CHIRP a few times.
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THE END
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